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WARNING: DUE TO COPYRIGHT OR OTHER RESTRICTIONS, THIS ITEM IS INTENDED FOR USE ONLY BY U.S. GOVERNMENT CONSUMERS

WARNING: A VIDEO TAPE OF THE NEWSCAST SUMMARIZED BELOW CAN BE ORDERED FROM THE FBIS TV CENTER. VIDEO TAPES MAY BE ORDERED DIRECTLY FROM FBIS BY CALLING THE FOLLOWING TOLL-FREE NUMBERS: AND IN VIRGINIA TAPES NOT ORDERED WITHIN 30 DAYS WILL BE ERASED.

SERIAL: OW1904003891
PASS: ATTN TV CENTER
ATTN BBC RDSUP
COPY TO MOD (2), (2), AG
COUNTRY: USSR
SUBJ: VIDEO SELECTION LIST: MOSCOW MOS 91-1133
SOURCE: MOSCOW CENTRAL TELEVISION FIRST PROGRAM AND ORBITA NETWORKS IN RUSSIAN 2230 GMT 13 APR 91

TEXT:
//(("RADAR-TV" PROGRAM; GOOD RECEPTION; FIGURES IN PARENTHESES INDICATE TIME IN MINS/SECS SINCE START OF PROGRAM))

1. (0453) BARANOV VIDEO REPORT FROM A PVO ANTIAIRCRAFT MISSILE UNIT COMMAND POST IN LATVIA; VIDEO INTERVIEW WITH DUTY OFFICER ON NUMBER OF MONITORED HOSTILE FLIGHTS IN PAST 24 HOURS, PAST MONTH; SHOTS OF PLOT BOARD, PERSONNEL AT CONSOLES, SA-5 "GAMMON" SAM ELECTRONICALLY DEPLOYING FROM STORAGE SHED, PILOT SCRAMBLING INTO SU-27 "FLANKER" AIRCRAFT, TAKING OFF, RADAR ANTENNAE.

2. (0453) BARANOV VIDEO INTERVIEW WITH UNNAMED COLONEL ON COMBAT READINESS, A HEAVIER BURDEN ON PVO SINCE DISMANTLING OF WARSAW PACT; VIDEO SHOT OF TROOPS MANUALLY PREPARING AN SA-5.

3. (0744) BARANOV VIDEO VIEW OF FLYING OPERATIONS AT PVO BASE VIEWED FROM CONTROL TOWER, SU-27 AIRCRAFT IN VARIOUS STAGES OF FLIGHT; INTERVIEW WITH OFFICERS IN COMMAND POST ON PERSONNEL, TRAINING, ANOTHER OFFICER EXPRESSES CONCERN FOR DWINDLING TRAINED STAFF, MORALE, HOUSING PROBLEMS.

4. (1252) BARANOV VIDEO INTERVIEW WITH OFFICER, WIVES ON SHABBY LIVING CONDITIONS, FOOD SITUATION; SHOTS OF DELAPIDATED OFFICERS' AND ENLISTED MEN'S QUARTERS.

5. (1906) BARANOV VIDEO INTERVIEW WITH OFFICERS ABOUT ATTACKS ON SOLDIERS, GUARD POSTS BY LOCAL EXTREMISTS.

6. (2044) VIDEO CUTS TO SHOW SU-27 AIRCRAFT PARK, AIRCRAFT LANDING, TAKING OFF; BARANOV VIDEO INTERVIEW WITH COPilot IN A TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT IN FLIGHT ON LACK OF RATIONS, QUARTERS WHEN ON TDY; SHOTS OF SU-27'S IN VARIOUS STAGES OF FLIGHT.

7. (2316) "UFO; PVO, KGB AND OTHERS..." UNIDENTIFIED CORRESPONDENT'S VIDEO REPORT ON KGB ARREST IN GRODNO OF PROFESSOR SELLING ANTIAIRCRAFT DEFENSE SYSTEMS DOCUMENTS TO UNNAMED GULF WAR PARTICIPANT COUNTRY; SHOTS OF ARREST, INTERVIEW WITH PROFESSOR ON MOTIVES; KGB INVESTIGATIONS REVEAL FRUSTRATION OF SCIENTISTS, DANGER OF FOREIGN RECRUITEMENT.

8. (2858) "... AND OIL WASHES AWAY ALL TRACES..." KORSHUNOV
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COMMENT OVER VIDEO SHOTS FROM IRAQ OF "UNIQUE" SHOTS OF CIVILIAN IRAQI GULF WAR CASUALTIES; KORSHUNOV STUDIO INTERVIEW WITH MAJ GEN V.I. FILATOV, CHIEF EDITOR OF VOYENNO-ISTORICHESKIY ZHURNAL MONTHLY WHO WAS IN IRAQ DURING GULF WAR ON HIS ARTICLE ABOUT THE OUTCOME OF THE WAR, U.S. OBJECTIVES OF TOPPLING SADDAM NOT REALIZED. (PROC) 9. (4039) "... NOT SUBJECT TO APPEAL..." OSTROVSKIY VIDEO REPORT ON 1982 ARREST FOR ANTISOVIET ACTIVITIES OF RESERVE LT COL VOLKOV FOR CRITICISING SOVIET ECONOMY, LEADERS; RELEASED IN 1984 HE APPEALED UNSUCCESSFULLY IN 1987 TO YAZOV FOR REINSTATEMENT; VIDEO SHOTS OF "CIVILIAN DISTURBANCE, CONCENTRATION CAMP" INTERVIEW WITH VOLKOV WHO NOTES SUBSEQUENT PROMOTION OF HIS PERSECUTORS, COMPARISON MADE WITH PURGES OF 1937. 10. (5208) "CRIME WITHOUT PUNISHMENT" BARANOV VIDEO REPORT ON WEAPONS SEIZED FROM ILLEGAL ARMED FORMATIONS IN SOUTH OSSETIA; VIDEO SHOTS OF WEAPONS; CAPTION ANNOUNCES "THAT "RADAR" PROGRAM AND THE MILITARY PROCURACY ARE CONDUCTING COMPETITION FOR BEST HOME MADE FIREARM, ADDRESS OF "RADAR" PROGRAM GIVEN. 11. (5522) VIDEO REPORT ON MOSCOW CONFERENCE ADDRESSED BY GENERAL STAFF DEPUTY CHIEF COL GEN KRIVOSHEYEV ON PROBLEMS IN CONSCRIPTION NOTING SHORTFALL OF 135,000 CONSCRIPTS IN 1990; VIDEO SHOTS OF MOSCOW'S KUNTSEVSKIY RAYON MILITARY COMISSARIAT, MEETING. 12. (5903) ADVERT FOR GORIZONT ENTERPRISE. 132230 131904.003 19/00392 APR